The paper presents an approach to the simulation of friction interaction. The model does not use any physical descriptions of the processes in the system, but it has simple physical interpretation. It is based on one qualitative experimental result the value of first Lyapunov exponent drops with normal load. It is shown that the logistic map could be considered as the simplest model of continuous contact. The generalization of the model (which takes into account the discreteness of the real contact) gives results very similar to the experimental ones. It is in the form of a dynamic ensemble with variable structure (DEVS), which has some interesting properties particularly bifurcation diagrams.
INTRODUCTION
The usual way of simulation of friction interaction is based on the methods of mechanics of continuous media (Kragelsky et al., 1982; Leibovich, 1968) .
Such a description of contact area includes 1. partial differential equations (e.g. in displacements or stresses), 2. constitutive relationships (like state equation
Hooke's law for elastic bodies), 3. local conditions of fracture, and 4. conditions of body's interaction (boundary conditions).
Thus for the body which occupies the domain f we have: from 1, the equation of equilibrium (Landau and Lifshitz, 1987) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the previous articles (Kuzmin and Feldstein, 1996; 1997) 
FIGURE
The dependence AI(P) (from experiment).
3. 
FIGURE 3 Scheme of near-surface layer.
THE CASE OF DISCRETE CONTACT GENERALIZATION OF THE MODEL
In some sense, to build the model it is enough to postulate that # drops monotonically with the load P and the variable x is proportional to friction force, but for an understanding of the model structure and its parameters it would be better to offer a physical interpretation.
Suppose that 1. all processes of energy transformation take place in near-surface layer A of contacting body (see Fig. 3(a) ); 2. layer A has a maximal energy capacity E* (if E> E* the layer is destroyed instantly and in next time step the underlying layer A' is considered as A see Fig. 3(b) ); 3. the energy of layer A in the next time step is proportional to the current friction coefficient k and to the "free capacity" E*-Ei" Ei+I--aki (E*-Ei). Then taking into account that EFfrl-kPvt, where k is the friction coefficient, P the normal load, v the sliding velocity, and the physical time between two subsequent time steps, we can obtain Xi+l #Xi(1 Xi), where X is proportional to ki, and # to 1/P.
Thus there is respectively simple physical interpretation of the model which has a behavior qualitatively similar to that observed in a number of experiments.
The model presented above is valid in the case of continuous contact, whereas real contacts are always discrete they consist of multiple contact spots. The integral area of contact grows with the normal load.
To generalize the model of continuous contact let us consider an ensemble of N logistic maps. Each map describes the part of nominal contact area. Such a part is in the contact with the probability q and out of it with the probability q. Thus on the ith step the dynamics of kth element is f(xik) #x(1 x/k) with probability q, x/-I {x with probability l-q, and the measured variable is N Yi--Zxi k. k=l Let us take for simplicity q P. In the previous section we obtained that # is proportional to lIP.
To avoid leakage of x into infinity, let us re-define the form off(x) in the following way" and the parameter a in our calculations is equal to 0.1 (see Fig. 4 ). Thus the generalization of the simple model gives results which are closer to the experimental ones.
The mathematical object proposed in generalization of the model is reasonable to be named "dynamic ensemble with variable structure" (DEVS). (c) beams is observable). It is clear that the straight line corresponds not only to the straight (unstable) configuration of the beams, but also to the beams curved in various directions.
CONCLUSION
The paper presents an approach to the simulation of friction interaction. The model obtained does not use any physical descriptions of the processes in the system, but it has a simple physical interpretation.
The generalization of the model gives results very similar to the experimental ones. It is in the form of a dynamic ensemble with variable structure, which has some interesting properties particularly bifurcation diagrams.
